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SAP Unicode – 
Rough Concept and Migration
Unicode is mandatory for SAP in many cases, e.g. for a migration to SAP HANA, S/4HANA or SAP ASE. The requirements for SAP 
products based on NetWeaver 7.50 go even further. No non-Unicode kernel is delivered for them at all. For example, an upgrade 
to SAP ERP 6.0 EHP8 requires that the SAP system has already been previously migrated to Unicode.
In addition to the technical necessity, Unicode simplifies the entry and exchange of data in different languages and fonts for 
internationally operating companies. As a uniform standard, Unicode ensures that all existing fonts can be displayed and pro-
cessed across platforms. This makes costly country adaptations a thing of the past and improves worldwide communication with 
customers and suppliers. With Unicode, you can reduce costs, increase flexibility and improve your competitiveness.
Use this „Consulting in a Box“ package for optimal preparation of a Unicode migration. We estimate your costs, recommend the 
best migration path and describe your next steps in a rough concept. A detailed sizing lays the foundation for procuring optimal 
hardware and planning virtual machines.
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» You receive platform-neutral recommendations from 
experienced consultants.

» You bring your SAP know-how up to date.
» Our recommendations improve your migration planning 

and increase your project security.
» The practice-oriented transfer of know-how makes you 

more independent.
» The detailed sizing of your Unicode systems improves 

your future investment decisions.
» You know the eff ort and time required for the Unicode 

migration project.
» User-friendly documentation allows you to plan your 

further project steps professionally.



SAP Unicode – Rough Concept and Migration

Objective
» Development of know-how for SAP Unicode migration
» Determination of the migration requirements (SCP, MDMP, 

existing languages)
» Creation of a rough concept
» Planning of the migration preparations
» Consideration of possible OS/DB changes
» Rough sizing of the required hardware for productive 

operation
» Planning a possible OS/DB release change or OS/DB 

migration
» Recommendation of measures to ensure SAP operation
» Discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of diff er-

ent migration variants
» Review of options for cost reduction

Our services
» Introduction to Unicode (overview, migration steps, 

resource requirements)
» Analysis of the current SAP system landscape (modifi ca-

tions, in-house developments, workload, performance, 
HW resources, MDMP or single-codepage system, planned 
SAP upgrades and EHP installations, interfaces, printers, 
archiving, etc.)

» Planning workshop for Unicode migration (migration 
preparation/implementation, sequence of individual 
steps, required hardware (CPU, RAM, SAPS) and software 
releases (OS, DB, SAP), skills and resources, avoiding down-
time, testing virtualization, consolidation, high availability)

» Documentation and presentation of the results and advice 
on additional project steps
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Presentation: 
Unicode overview

Actual and target 
analysis of your current 

SAP system

Planning of the 
Unicode migration 

including sizing and 
effort estimation

Preparation of a rough 
concept including 

evaluation and explanation 
of the recommendations

 CBS 11Consulting SAP

Phone E-mail Order number Duration
Prices are quoted exclusive of VAT 
and distance-based additional expenses.

+49 7031 7177 58 consulting@addon.de CBS 11 3 days 3 750,– €

More successful Projects – 
“Consulting in a Box”
AddOn has drawn on its experi-
ence of fi nding optimal solutions 
for numerous projects to create an 
exceptional off er: Our “Consulting 
in a Box” packages. These stand 
for clearly defi ned consulting ser-
vices for specifi c tasks. “Consulting 
in a Box” also means a  structured 

approach by experienced consult-
ants, detailed analysis, professional 
documentation, presentation of 
results, open discussion of the best 
solutions plus specifi c recommenda-
tions for action. 
You’ll fi nd more “Consulting in a 
Box” off ers for SAP, Virtualization, 
Microsoft, and Linux on our website 
www.addon.net/cib

You benefi t from:
»Best practice solutions
»Targeted recommendations
»Fixed-price consulting services
»No further obligations
»Consulting services available at 

short notice
»Short duration


